
Comfort, Performance & Style



Comfort, Performance 
and Style
The Sterling Elite2 series brings a new standard in scooter 

design and performance.

The strong history of the Sterling Elite XS scooters have over 

the years proven to be safe and reliable companions. The new 

Sterling Elite2 series now brings market leading, innovation and 

improvements in comfort, safety and reliability.

The Sterling Elite2 series features bright LED lighting, a secondary 

parking brake for safety, and the new Sterling Elite2 Plus car style 

central steering wheel, all for improved safety and performance.

As an option, we have developed new soft ride solid tyres, that do  not

compromise comfort, but stop the inconvenience and cost of 

punctures.

The clear and easy to operate control panel is fitted with a 

reliable battery indicator, speedometer, odometer and hour meter.

A wide range of options, accessories and special adaptations makes 

it possible to adapt the Sterling Elite2 series to your personal wishes.

Crash Tested 

The Elite2 series is successfully crash tested in 

accordance with ISO 7176-19 with a 4-point restraint system.



In addition to oil damped front and rear suspension, the Sterling Elite2 
PLUS offers 14" wheels giving a comfortable ride in everyday terrain.

The clear and easy to use full LCD display with soft-touch buttons gives 
control over the two preset driving profiles (inside and outside), lights, turn 
signals and stores trip/total distance information in the display. 

The handlebar is angle adjustable and also offers a height adjustable 
steering column. Together with the height adjustable 360º swivel seat, 
seatslider and adjustable armrests, comfort for all users can be found.

Optional control options include footcontrol and twist grip ‘motorbike’ 
style bar.

Is the flagship of the Sterling Elite2 series. The Sterling Elite2 Plus is a 
full suspension scooter with central car style steering and a maximum 
speed of 8mph.

Front & rear hydraulic suspension



The Sterling Elite2 XS is the successor to the outstanding Elite XS. 
Reliability and safety are in the genes of the new Sterling Elite2 XS.

With the familiar ergonomic wig-wag control, the Sterling Elite2 XS is the 
standard of drive controls. Featuring an LCD display you can easily drive 
with trip distance, total distance and speed reading shown on the large 
display. 

Designed for comfort with the Elite2 XS adjustable rear suspension. 
With an adjustable seat, tiller and delta handle bar, a comfortable riding 
position can be easily found. The Sterling Elite2 XS is the ideal companion 
to take with you on your journey with a maximum speed of 8mph.

The Sterling Elite2 XS is the successor to the outstanding Elite XS. 



Type 3-wheel 3-wheel

Colour Blue / Black Textured Blue / Black Textured

Total length 139 cm (54.72") 139 cm (54.72")

Overall width 65 cm (25.59") 67 cm (26.38")

Seat depth 46 cm (18.11") 46 cm (18.11")

Seat width 47.5 cm (18.7") 47.5 cm (18.7")

Seat height from platform 44 - 54 cm (17.32" - 21.26") 44 - 54 cm (17.32" - 21.26")

Back height 50 cm (19.69") 50 cm (19.69")

Recline Yes Yes

Seat adjustment (horizontal) Yes Yes

Maximum speed 15 km/h (9.32 mph) 15 km/h (9.32 mph)

Range 44 km* (27.6 mi) 44 km* (27.6 mi)

Batteries 70 Ah 70 Ah

Maximum slope 15º at 175 kg 15º at 175 kg

Turning circle 280 cm (110.24"") 280 cm (110.24"")

Tires Air or soft solid Air or soft solid

Front wheel size 14” 13”

Size rear 14” 13”

Total weight 94 kg (excluding batteries) 86 kg (excluding batteries)

Total weight 140 kg (including batteries) 132 kg (including batteries)

Maximum user weight 175 kg 175 kg

Crashtested Yes Yes

ELITE2 Plus ELITE2 XS

* The range is calculated under test conditions. The following may affect the maximum range: users weight, surfaces, weather conditions and type of batteries.
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